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Putting It All Together 

In horseback riding it would be called a flying lead change. In 
rescue work it is a normal day. Putting all the pieces together is 
what we do. And always be aware that one phone call can change 
the plans for the day, or for the next several days. Some phone 
calls change things for a year or more. We have our resources as-
sembled - the vet, the farrier, the trainer, the volunteers, the 
never ending fundraising. Much like dominoes, when one piece 
falls, the rest are all impacted. 

This newsletter has proven especially difficult to assemble. Why? 
Because there are so many pieces. FCER has been a whirlwind of 
change and challenges of late. 

A couple weeks ago we had Eric Bravo - a Natural Horsemanship 
Trainer - come to FCER for 8 days. In those 8 days he was suc-
cessful in getting 8 horses handled enough to get their feet 
trimmed for the first time. We also did a census of the popula-
tion and discovered that over 60% of the horses here are what 
are called “feral”. That term is very derogatory, and doesn’t do 
justice to the horses painted with that brush. These horses are 
no different than what others reserve for the word mustang. The 
biggest difference is that these horses have NO federal protection 
and no national advocacy group lobbies for them. They are liter-
ally horses without a country. These horses are really wild range 
horses. Ask any trainer who works with them and they will tell 
you that these horses’ senses and responses are just as acute as 
any freeze branded BLM mustang. And yet they are thrown away, 
sent out by the truckload to Mexico. Rescues are hesitant to 
take them on. They require much more time and resources than 
the stray domestic horse. Here at FCER we take them in as best 
we can. And finally, we have the key piece that was missing - a 
trainer who can move them forward in their training at an accel-
erated pace. And so we enter a new phase - one of promise to 
these forgotten horses - that we can now help them even more. 

Then the phone rings and 6 domestic horses need to be rescued 
from a hoarder. And so we do. 

Please help us help them- domestic and wild. Donate your time,  
your energy, your prayers and funds for us to 

help the next time the phone 
rings. 

AND WELCOME ABOARD ERIC! 

Hang on -  

It’s gonna be quite a ride! 

Terry & Debbie 

Rescuing Horses in Peril 

All the Poop 



 

 

Look Who’s Coming! 
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New Mexico currently has a unique process for dealing with "estrayed" horses. First, let's clarify what an estray horse 

is. Basically, any horse found roaming without an immediately identifiable owner is "estrayed" by the New Mexico 

Livestock Board (NMLB, a state agency) per NMSA Section 77-13-4.  

The NMLB has several options to achieve resolution for this homeless horse, but the chosen course of action, em-

ployed over 98% of the time, is as follows: 

Once the stray is in the custody of the NMLB, a Notice is posted on the NMLB website under "Found Livestock No-

tices". This Notice is active for 5 days only, and serves as the official notification to the owner. If the owner of the 

horse does not step forward during this timeframe, on the 6th day the horse is auctioned off through a bidding sys-

tem. This system is a sealed bid process, with bids submitted to the NMLB. There is no recourse if your bid is not the 

highest, no option for raising a bid when a higher bid has been entered by another entity. Essentially, each bidder gets 

one chance to own the  horse. The ramifications of this bidding process can be fatal to the horse.  

Prior to 2013, the horse rescues in New Mexico worked with the NMLB by providing a safe haven for these estray 

horses during the 5 day holding period. Sometimes these strays require medical care and of course a special diet dur-

ing this period. These costs were absorbed by the rescue and subsequently the NMLB would title the horse to the 

rescue for the costs incurred.  

Where does this bidding process leave estray horses? Often in a truck headed for slaughter. Horse rescues would like 

to provide a safety net for these horses, but the cost of outbidding the kill buyer can amount to over $500. And even 

then there is no guarantee that the rescue will be the high bidder. Rescues are now forced to buy a horse at a exag-

gerated price to save it from slaughter - sometimes even going so far as to purchase the horse from the kill buyer at a 

greatly inflated price. Adding to that, there is no way to know if a private individual  submitting a bid would be a good 

home. So, rescues are forced to outbid  potentially good homes just to outbid the kill buyer. There is no other option 

available. This system is not in the best interest of the horse, the rescue, or the private citizen. 

To help rescues pay these disproportionate ransoms, a fund has been created called the New Mexico Estray Equine 

Fund (NMEEF). The purpose of this fund is to provide the rescues with the needed money to bid high enough to out-

bid the kill buyers. The NMEEF will essentially hold monies donated until a rescue draws out funds to pay for a horse 

that a rescue has bid on and won.  This Fund is operated as an affiliate program of Four Corners Equine Rescue,  in-

suring all donations are tax deductable and traceable.   

For the rescues, whose purpose it is to rehabilitate and rehome the horses - usually to the tune of a couple thousand 

dollars per horse -  being forced to pay hundreds of dollars to purchase a horse from the state is incongruous and 

unnecessary.  It takes away funds from the rescues that would be better spent rehabilitating horses and finding them 

homes. However, this is the system under which we are forced to operate. While the rescues continue to try to 

change this system, please consider donating to the NMEEF. A link is on our website or mail a check with “NMEEF” 

noted on it. 

The Fate of Estray Horses in New Mexico 

Macey 

Macey is a 5 year 

old mare with 

some saddle 

training. Gentle 

and cute! 

Chaco 

A 3 year old colt who came to FCER 

through the Estray Process. Chaco is a 

Wild Range Horse and will require addi-

tional training as well as a year in rehab 

to see if he can recover from stunted 

growth due to chronic malnourishment.  
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Upcoming Events 

    July    August 

  11  Barn Tours    15   Barn Tours 
  25  Volunteer         29  Volunteer 
       Orientation                      Orientation 
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 Thanks to     

 Big R    
 &     

 Zebadiah’s Restaurant 

For Displaying Donation Jars for FCER! 

Mr. John Hunter, an English visitor to Mt. Vernon in 1785, in 
a letter to a friend makes the following reference to the 
horses:  "When dinner was over, we visited the General's 
stables, saw his magnificent horses, among them "Old Nel-
son," now twenty-two years of age, that carried the General 
almost always during the war. "Blueskin," another fine old 
horse, next to him, had that honor. They had heard the roar-
ing of many a cannon in their time. "Blueskin" was not the 
favorite on account of his not standing fire so well as vener-
able "Old Nelson." The General makes no manner of use of 
them now. He keeps them in a nice stable, where they feed 
away at their ease for their past services.'" 

Courtesy The Valley Forge Historical Society 



 

 

Four Corners Equine Rescue 

22 Road 3334 

Aztec, NM  87410 

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 

FCER Mission Statement 

Four Corners Equine Rescue is an all volunteer non-profit group dedicated to the rescue of horses from perilous situations, 

their rehabilitation, and their adoption into good, loving homes. We will assist wherever, whenever we can to help a horse 

that needs rescuing.  We believe that horses hold a special place in God’s world, and that helping them is a noble effort.  We 

further dedicate ourselves to educating people on the care, medical needs, and other aspects of good horse ownership, 

thereby improving the lives of the horses and their owners. 

 

FCER is a nonprofit 501(c)3 charitable organization and all donations are tax-deductible. 

 Call 505-334-7220 or e-mail: fcernm@gmail.com 

We’re also on the web at: www.fourcornersequinerescue.org 
 

Visitor Hours 
 

Monday - Friday:  

By Appointment  

 

 

 Saturdays  

By appointment 

 George Washington’s 

mother, Mary Ball Washington, 

was a skilled horsewoman who 

taught young George how to train 

horses using only the gentlest of 

methods, and to never resort to 

any cruelty. Washington learned 

that harsh training methods were 

counter-productive, because horses 

treated with respect are eager to 

please their riders.  

 

Be Good 

To Horses! 

 Ha
ppy

 4th
 of 

July
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   6-7-15  Volunteers from FCER removed 6 horses from a residence after the owner surrendered them. 

We were called by the NM Livestock Inspector the previous day to see if we would take them. Four of 

the six horses are stallions. Two of them - Pencil & Classic - are around 10 years old and not halter 

trained. Pencil, the paint stallion with the most white coloring, is the son of the other paint stallion, 

Pen. We estimate Pen to be at least 21 years old. Only one stallion, now known 

as Pappy, is trained to halter, lead and load.  Classic is the 4th stallion, a beau-

tiful palomino color with a “classic” quarter horse head. The other 2 horses are 

mares. The sorrel mare is older, at least 21 by our field estimate. This mare, 

now named Copper, is in the worst shape. She is very thin, and her hooves are 

in terrible condition. Copper does know how to lead and load. The second mare, 

Francie, is the daughter of Copper. We estimate Francie to be 10 years old. She 

is not halter trained. At this time it is unknown if either mare is pregnant. The 

two mares were kept in a pen in horrid conditions. The manure had piled up so high that the horses 

backs scraped the beams of the canopy which should have been 8 feet high. Three of the stallions - Pen, 

Pencil and Classic - were together in a pen about 2 acres in area. This pen 

also had several non-running vehicles in it as well as miscellaneous trash 

including fencing, sheet metal panels, poles, pipe, water hoses, barb wire 

and other objects too numerous to mention. 

Because the stallions are not halter trained they are currently at the train-

ing facility where DeLaws Lindsay will be working with them. Once they 

are gentle enough, each will be evaluated by the vet and castrated.  This 

process should take a couple weeks. During that time we’ll start them on a 

special diet to increase their strength in preparation for the surgery.  

Friday the 12th we took Copper to the vet clinic for her intake evaluation. We were apprehensive due to 

her condition and age. But Copper came through with flying colors! Good heart, good lungs, good gut 

sounds, good blood work! What a gal! She is 300 pounds underweight and her hooves will require exten-

sive work, but she is going to recover and enjoy retirement. 

If you can help support this rescue effort, please 

do so. FCER is estimating the initial intake 

phase - medical evaluations, castrations, weight 

gaining diets, hoof work and halter training will 

cost $1000 per horse. Once this phase is com-

plete we will be able to re-assess which horses 

should move on to more training for futures as 

riding horses. Estimate for saddle training and 

feed is $1500 per horse. It will be some time be-

fore they are ready to move on to new homes, 

and we have much rehab to do. Your support for 

these efforts is absolutely vital.  

Special THANKS to all the volunteers who gave 

up their Sunday to come out and help load & 

transport these six horses! 

Six Horses from South Side River Road 

Copper 

Pen & Pencil 

DeLaws unloads Pappy 

Francie 

Robin coaxes Pencil 

Classic 



 

 

Headed Home 
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     May 1 & 2 were picture perfect for our first ever horsemanship clinic. Enjoy the photos! 
 
 

Natural Horsemanship Clinic 

AZTEC ARCHES SCENIC TOURS 
Aztec Arches Scenic Tours opens to book tours on 6-29-15 and 

will be offering guided tours of 3 canyons in the area. Two can-

yons - Pilares and Potter  - are home to spectacular sandstone 

arches like to the one shown in the logo. Largo Canyon is home 

to several Pueblitos - defensive sites of the Denatah circa 1200 

AD. These Pueblitos are remote single family dwellings or small 

villages that can be explored on foot. Please visit our website - 

www.aztecarchesscenictours.com - for more information and to 

book your tour! Or you can call the office at 505-334-7220 and 

we’ll walk you through it. Aztec Arches Scenic Tours is a pro-

gram of Four Corners Equine Rescue and all proceeds go to the 

horses.  Let’s have some fun! 

Bonnie - left 

El Sol - right 

And  

Freckles -  

far right 


